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Introduction 
In this paper we present a method for the evaluation of the finite part or Cauchy principal 
value of singular surface integrals occurring in boundary element methods. In section 1 we 
briefly discuss Somigliana's identity. This identity is the starting point for the calculation 
of elastic deformation and stress in elastostatics by use of boundary element methods. For 
details we refer e.g. to the book of C.A. Brebbia and J. Dominguez (1989).In section 2 
we describe the boundary element approximation of the geometry of the elastic solid under 
consideration. If the source point of the fundamental solution of the Navier-Cauchy equi
librium equation is a vertex of a triangular element of the boundary element mesh, then 
the integration over that triangle must be performed analytically. For the evaluation of the 
finite part or Cauchy principal value of singular integrals we use a two-dimensional version 
of the theorem of Gauss. This idea for the evaluation of the finite part of singular integrals 
in boundary element algorithms may be useful in other applications also. In section 3 we 
present the formulas for these integrals for implementation in boundary element algorithms 
in elastostatics based on Somigliana's identity. 

1. Somigliana's identity 
Consider a homogeneous isotropic elastic solid. The solid body in the reference (undeformed) 
configuration occupies a bounded region n iu space. Coordinates of points and components of 
tensors are relative to a fixed right-handed cartesian coordinate system. We use the referential 
or lagrangian description of the material particles of the ela,stic solid, Le. the material particles 
of the solid are identified by their coordinates x = (Xl, X2, X3) in the reference configuration. 
The coordinates of particle x in the current (deformed) configuration are denoted by x + u, 
where u = (Ul,'lt2' us) is the displacement vector of particle x in the current configuration. 
The boundary surface of 11 is denoted by r a,nd n is the uni t outward normal vector on r. 
The elastic solid is loaded by external forces. We distinguish volume forces in the interior 
particles and surface traction forces in the particles on the boundary surface. The external 
volume force per unit volume in an interior point of 11 is denoted by b. The external traction 
force per unit area in a point on r is written as f. We consider the case that the elastic solid 
is in static equilibrium. Let p be a.n interior point of 11. We refer to p as the source point. 
By use of the illdicialnotatioll Somigliaua's identity can be written as 

(1.1) Uk(P) J uki[P]bicln + J 1tki[1J]!iclr - J iki[P]Uiclr, 

where 

orr 

E = modulus of elasticity of the elastic material; 
v = Poisson's ratio of the elastic material; 

J.l. (E) = shear modulus of the elastic. material; 
2 1 + 1/ 

J: }f' k d I { 1, i = j • {Ii; = :l.ronec er e ta := 0 . -t. .• 
, 1, -r J , 

P = dista.nce to the source point Pi 
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and the components of the fundamental solution of the Navier-Cauchy equilibrium equation 
corresponding to the source point p are put in the form 

1 
uki[P] = 161rJt(1- v)p «3 - 4v)olei + P,1cP,i), 

P.le 
op 

:=-; 
OXle 

tki[P] 

For details the reader is referred to the book of C.A. Brebbia and J. Dominguez (1989). 
We now take the source point p on the boundary surface r. Let c: > 0 and the sphere with 
radius c: and centered at pEr is denoted by se. Introduce 

The boundary surface of n~ is written as P:, and 

re .- r e n r rt:·- rt:\re 
1 .- '2 .- l' 

The source point p is an interior point of nt:. So we can apply (1.1) to obtain 

(1.2) Uk(p)= 1 ttki[p]bidn + 1 Uki[P]b,dBe + 1 uki[p]J,drf + 1 uk,[P]/idri+ 
o B< fi r; 

-I tki[p]tlidri - f tki [P]Uidr2' 
r; r~ 

For e lOwe get 

(1.3) (01ci + Cki(p»Ui(p) = f Uki[P]bidn + f utdp]fidr - F.P,j tkdp] Uidr, 
orr 

where 

If the boundary surface r is differentiable at ]J E r, then 
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(1.4) 

The integral J tki[P]ujdr does not exist. Therefore in (1.3) we write F.P.! tki[P]Uidr, Le. 
r r 

the finite part or Cauchy principal value of the integral under consideration. 
Now suppose that there are no external volume forces, Le. b = 0, then Somigliana's identity 
for the source point pEr can be put in the form 

(1.5) (61ci + C1ci(p)Uj(p) = ! 'ltkdp]Jidr - F.P.! tki[P]Uidr. 
r r 

If we translate the elastic solid over a vector, say a, Le. replace U by 'It + a, then (1.5) 
is still satisfied. So 

(1.6) 61ci + Cki(p) = -F.P. J tki(pJdr. 
r 

From (1.5) and (1.6) we conclude that Somigliana's identity for the source point pEr can 
be written as 

(1.7) J 'ltki[P]fidr = F.P. J tki[P]('lti - ui(p))(lr. 
r r 

The integral equation (1.7) is the starting point for boundary element methods in elastostat
ics. 

2. Boundary element approximation 

In the boundary element approximation of Somigliana's identity (1.7) we triangulate the 
boundary surface r. The vertices of the triangles a.re points on r and are said to be the 
nodes of the so-caned boundary element mesh M. Let Ll E AI be a triangle with vertices 
N l , N2, N3. The position vectors of the nodes N1, N2, Ns are denoted by Xl, x2 ,xs respectively. 
Let p be a point of .6. with posit.ion vector 

such that 

6 + 6 + 6 :::: 1, ~i ~ 0, i:::: 1,2,3. 
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Hence, 

The displacement vector u and the external traction force! per unit area in the nodes 
Ni, i = 1,2,3, are denoted by ui and fi respectively. The displacement vector u and the 
external traction force! per unit area in the point x = ~jxj E ~ a.re approximated by 

Fix the node pEr of the mesh M and let k E {1,2,3}. The boundary element approximation 
of the integral equation (1.7) can be put in the form 

(2.4) E (C/cij(p,A)!1 - Ekij(p,A)(u1- Ui(p») == 0, 

where 

I1€M 

Ckij(p, A):= ! uki[P]~jd~ 
A 

Ekij(P, A) := F.P. ! tki[p]ejd~. 
A 

If the node pEr is not a vertex of the triangle A, then the integrals can be approximated 
by standard numerical methods e.g. Gauss quadrature. However, if the node pEr is a 
vertex of A, then tIle integrals are evaluated analytically. The results are presented in the 
next section. 

3. Boundary element integrals 

Let pEr be a node and A E M a triangle such that p is a vertex of A. Without loss 
of generality we may assume p = Nl , where Nb N2 , Na are the vertices of A. The an
gles of ~ at Nll N 2 , Na are denoted by all 0'2, 0'3 and Zl, Z2, Za is the length of the sides 
N2Ns, NaN!, NINa respectively. The position vector of the node Ni, i = 1,2,3, is written 
als xi, The components of the unit outwa.rd normal vector n on ~ can be put in the form 

1 2 1 3 1 a 1 a 1 (1:2 - x 2 X3 - X3 xa - Xa x 2 - x 2 ), nl == -.--
s~n 0'1 Za Z2 Zs Z2 

1 (X~ - x~ a 1 2 1 x~ - xl 
(3.1) 

Xl - Xl Xl - Xl 
n2 = -.-- ), 

sana} Za Z2 Za Za 

1 (t~ - xt XS _ xl x2 _ xl xf - xi • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 ). na = -.--
sm,al Za Z2 Za Z2 
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To write down the formula for Ckij(P, t:,.) = emj( Nt, t:,.) we introduce some notations. 

(3.2) 
et2 et3 

:= InC cotan( "2 )cotan( "2 ». 

VI .- (3, 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

As a result of tedious and elementary calculations we get 

(3.8) 

We now come to the formula for Ekij(p, t:,.) = Eki;(Nl' t:,.). 
Use (1.1), (2.4) and pJnj = 0 t.o write 
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(3.9) 

If j = 2 or j = 3, then the integral on the right-ha.nd side in (3.9) exists and can be evaluated 
analytically. 
For j = 1 we get 

(3.10) 

The finite part of the integral in (3.10) is evaluated as follows. 
Let € > 0 and define lle C II as depicted in Figure 3.1. 

e ' 

4 ______ L--______ +-________ ---l. 

M e M 

Figure 3.1. 

The directions of the unit ta.ngent vector t of the boundary curve Ct: of lle and the unit 
outward norma.l vect.or n on lle correspond ill the sense of the right-hand screw. Integration 

by parts yields (use n.grad! = 0 on lle) . p 

(3.11) ! n x grad~dlle = ! ~tdCt:. 
4.. C. 

From an elementa.ry calculation we obtain 

(3.12) 
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Since the last two terms on the right-ha.nd side in (3.12) cancel in the integration over de 
triangles with p as vertex, we conclude from (3.12) 

D23 J 
3 2 ._ -FP n2P,3 - n ap,2 dA _ Xl - X1f3 _. -D 

.- •• 2 u - -. 32, 
P zl 

A 

(3.13) Da1 J 
3 2 

._ -FP nSp,l - n 1P,3 dA _ X2 - Xl (.l _. -D 

.- •• 2 u - I-' -. 13, 
P zl 

A 

J 
3 2 

._ -FP nlP.2 - n 2 ,p,l dA _ X3 - X3 (.I -'-D 

.- •• 2 u - I-' -. 21, 
P ZI 

A 

Du = D22 = D33 := O. 

From (3.10) and (3.13) we conclude 

(3.14) 

To write down the formula for E/rij(p,.1.) = E/rij(Nl'.1.) we introduce the notation 

(3.15) 

After elementary calculations we obtain 

(3.16) 
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